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Big Tom Folley Creek
Day 1 (start of survey)
Pool #s
Waypoints
Map distance (miles)
Stream temp mean; range (F)
Mean width Bankfull/Floodprone (ft)
LWD mean small/large (#/pool)
Coho counts mean and range (#/pool)

7/24/19
1-15
Avenza 1-19 and Garmin 004-014
1.6
62; 58-66
37/53
5/1
18; 0-57

Lots of storm damage in first third of this reach—all maple and alder treefall (couple pcs of cedar).
Project boulders appear to be 6-12 placed boulders of 2-4 foot diameter composed of basalt where
stream bedrock is mainly sandstone. These were mostly placed in a perpendicular line across the
stream typically on bedrock sections. They did not appear to be very functional as they were not
trapping bedload on the bedrock sections. Good coho numbers, especially below the junction of Saddle
Butte Creek at (Avenza point 15, one mile upstream of start of survey). Here the mean count of coho
per pool was 27 and upstream of here (to Garmin 14 or Avenza 20, 0.65 miles) the mean coho count per
pool was 10. We also observed a few cutthroat on some small steelhead. Lots of dace. Mussels
observed in Pool 3 at Avenza point 5. Two beaver dams were observed (Avenza points 2 and 9). This
section of the stream appeared to be well-functioning with lots of mobile bedload creating point bars
and mid-channel bars. At the junction of North Fork Tom Folley (Garmin 005), the stream appeared to
change character. Here the gradient, channel constraint, and bedrock frequency all increased. We also
noted 3 natural low-flow barriers which would be upstream migration barrier to most fish. These
consisted of slides over bedrock (photo 2738).

Photo 2719: P5 (Avenza 10). Abundant mobile
gravel, wood inputs, and generally good overhead
canopy cover by hardwoods.

Photo 2738: SH12 (Garmin 009). Low-flow fish
barrier in bedrock reach above the junction with
North Fork Tom Folley.

Big Tom Folley Creek
Day 2
Pool #s
Waypoints
Map distance (miles)
Stream temp mean; range (F)
Mean width Bankfull/Floodprone (ft)
LWD mean small/large (#/pool)
Coho counts mean and range (#/pool)

7/25/19
16-33
Garmin 016-018, Avenza 20-50
1.8
66; 57-69
36/44
2/0.4
19; 3-65

Stream appears to be functioning well. Coho counts continued to be good and perhaps slightly
increased over Day 1 despite that stream size was slightly smaller. Stream temperatures were slightly
elevated but this did not appear to be causing stress to coho as they were observed feeding in direct
sunlight in bedrock sections. This section of stream was relatively uniform throughout and alternated
between bedrock sections and depositional sections. Natural logjams and the placed boulder clusters
were acting to trap gravel bedload in the depositional reaches. Structures that were “tight” to the
channel bottom and if channel-spanning that dammed water at high flow appeared to be key to
trapping large bedload deposits—some for several hundred feet upstream (photos 2756-2758 Avenza
26 and 27). Hyporheic flow noted through the gravel deposits that cools the stream. Lots of wood
inputs from storm damage. Boulder cluster placements were more common towards the upper end of
the section and half were functioning to trap gravels. The tributaries do not appear to be the source of
the abundant gravel but are sources of cool water. Pools were not particularly deep but most have good
cover as rock ledges, wood, or boulders.

Photo 2760: SH21 (Avenza 27). Natural logjam
trapped considerable bedload upstream. Note
debris on top of jam indicating flow was forced to
overtop the jam. This indicates that reduced
stream velocity deposits the mobile gravel.

Photo 2763: SH23 (Avenza 30). Start of a 350-foot
long bedrock reach that appears very straight and
swept clean of bedload by high streamflows. This
also shows the typical, well-developed hardwood
canopy cover and slightly incised channel.

Big Tom Folley Creek
Day 3
Pool #s
Waypoints
Map distance (miles)
Stream temp mean; range (F)
Mean width Bankfull/Floodprone (ft)
LWD mean small/large (#/pool)
Coho counts mean and range (#/pool)

7/26/19
34-54
Avenza 51-77
1.5
66; 58-71
26/38
4/0.6
22; 0-77

Stream was similar to previous day but smaller in size. Good coho counts. Pools were mostly shallow.
Lots of bedrock and long reaches of bedrock. Good overhead cover by canopy. Reduced frequency of
boulder placements but these and tight logjams were functioning to trap gravel (photos 2820, 2821,
2826, and 2829). These suggest that restoration projects were working well here. Two tributaries on
right bank had coho. First tributary (Unnamed Trib 2) at start of day (Avenza 51) was small and had
coho only at mouth. The second larger tributary (Unnamed Trib 3, Avenza 70) was nearly as large as the
mainstem and had a low-flow culvert passage barrier just upstream of the mouth. But this tributary had
coho for some distance upstream of the culvert. There was a marshy area with lots of sand and long
pools with shrub in the riparian just before Trib 3. Upstream of Trib 3, the forest appeared to be less
managed for timber production. There were many logjams with larger conifers here. Long bedrock
sections were still observed and these had low-flow upstream migration barriers. Mobile bedload was
also noted. Cutthroat numbers were increasing.

Photo 2826: SH42 (Avenza 66). Large gravel
deposit upstream of a partial logjam. Smaller
stream size may be more amenable to creating
places to trap bedload.

Photo 2848: SH46 (Avenza 72). Start of a long
bedrock reach. Stream is smaller in size here
above Unnamed tributary 3. Forest is less
managed and has more woody debris.

Big Tom Folley Creek
Day 4 (to end of survey)
Pool #s
Waypoints
Map distance (miles)
Stream temp mean; range (F)
Mean width Bankfull/Floodprone (ft)
LWD mean small/large (#/pool)
Coho counts mean and range (#/pool)

7/27/19
55-74
Avenza 78-99
1.7
63; 60-68
17/34
5/0.2
6; 0-21

The stream is much reduced in size in this section. Coho counts were reduced and eventually we
reached the end of coho use at a point where the stream nearly split evenly. Cutthroat numbers
increased. Bankfull was reduced in width but floodprone was still relatively wide. Observed some
cutbanks and landslides. Lots of down wood. Bedrock reaches were still present but showed signs of
aggrading with gravels where there was roughness present from logjams, stream bends, and boulder
groups. The bedrock reaches have upstream migration barriers as slides. One adult cutthroat (5-inches
long) was observed to pass a 2-foot long by 0.3-foot high slide over bedrock that was 0.1 foot deep, but
only on its third attempt. There is a large beaver dam nearly 6-feet high with a pool several hundred
feet long was observed (Avenza 84). Small tributaries contribute to the reduced stream temperatures
here. Observed hyporheic cooling of surface flow at Avenza 80. The stream flow from the mainstem
was 61.5 F at the top of a gravel deposit. At about 10 feet downstream where the flow appeared to be
entering the top of a side channel, the stream temperature was 59.7 F. The end of coho use appeared
to be reduced stream flow and slight increase in channel gradient. There were no passage barriers, but
it appeared that spawning may not have occurred further upstream.

Photo 2868: SH50 (Avenza 80). Two degree F
cooling of stream was observed as water
infiltrated from the mainstem at the bottom of the
photo to a side channel to left of the surveyor.
This is a downstream view.

Photo 2883: SH55 (Avenza 91). Low-flow barrier
over a bedrock slide. A five-inch cutthroat took
three attempts to pass upstream throught this
0.1-foot deep slide at the point of the surveyor’s
pole.

Saddle Butte Creek
Day 6
Pool #s
Waypoints
Map distance (miles)
Stream temp mean; range (F)
Mean width Bankfull/Floodprone (ft)
LWD mean small/large (#/pool)
Coho counts mean and range (#/pool)

7/29/19
1-19
Garmin 033-058
1.1
62; 60-65
24/35
3.6/2.2
12; 0-80

Saddle Butte Creek is a well-functioning coho stream. It is a smaller system than Big Tom Folley with
lower flows and is less incised and a higher channel gradient. There were no projects in this stream. No
beaver dams were observed. Similar to Big Tom Folley, there were long bedrock reaches alternating
with depositional reaches. There were also multiple debris jams contributing to the high wood counts.
One jam at SH5 (Garmin 058) was embedded in bedrock and had 8-12 feet of bedload upstream and was
an apparent barrier to adults as no juveniles occurred upstream of this point. Upstream the habitat was
steeper gradient with coarser substrate. There were good numbers of coho over the one mile of stream
below. Pool 8 (Garmin 043) had the highest count of coho (80) of all streams surveyed in the Big Tom
Folley system.

Photo 2972: Pool 8 (Garmin 043). Coho count was
80 in this 40 by 30-foot pool that was only 1.5-feet
deep. This was a density of 0.7 juveniles/m2 and
suggests it was fully seeded.

Photo 2993: SH5 (Garmin 058). End of coho use
was a logjam embedded in bedrock with trapped
bedload behind up to 12-feet high.

North Fork Tom Folley Creek
Day 5
Pool #s
Waypoints
Map distance (miles)
Stream temp mean; range (F)
Mean width Bankfull/Floodprone (ft)
LWD mean small/large (#/pool)
Coho counts mean and range (#/pool)

7/28/19
1-22
Avenza 101-123; Garmin 019-023
1.7
64; 61-66
27/43
4.2/1.6
5; 0-13

North Fork Tom Folley is a slightly larger system than nearby Saddle Butte Creek, but has lower coho
counts. This system is lower gradient than Saddle Butte and appeared to have relatively greater
amounts of sand substrate in the downstream portions. The pools were shallow and generally less than
2-feet deep. There are newer project logjams placed in the lower section of the stream and older
logjams in the upper section. Those jams that appeared to be more loosely stacked were not trapping
bedload as well. But many project logjams were noted to be trapping other woody debris. There was
abundant blowdown from storm damage. There were also long bedrock reaches. End of coho was near
the ODFW “End Survey” sign and appeared to be due to increasing gradient.

Photo 2915: SH5 (Avenza 108). Project logjam
with large amount of sand downstream of the jam.
This logjam was loosely stacked and did not
capture bedload upstream of the jam.

Photo 2929: SH9 (Avenza 118). Area of large
blowdown from storm event.

Unnamed Tributary 3
Day 6
Pool #s
Waypoints
Map distance (miles)
Stream temp mean; range (F)
Mean width Bankfull/Floodprone (ft)
LWD mean small/large (#/pool)
Coho counts mean and range (#/pool)

7/29/19
1-13
Garmin 164-206
1.1
Not taken (lost thermometer) presumably mid 60’s
22/35
6.2/0.2
5; 0-20

Unnamed Tributary 3 is the smallest stream that supported coho of the streams surveyed in Big Tom
Folley basin. It had low flow but good habitat. It was less incised that Big Tom Folley and no bedrock
reaches. There appeared to be good bedload mobility and deposition. There were many debris piles
trapping bedload. The culvert at the mouth was failing and had rusted out at the bottom of the culvert
on the downstream end. This appeared to be a low-flow fish passage barrier. A tributary on the right
bank contributed nearly half the flow (Garmin 173) that was possibly coho bearing. Coho use in Trib 3
decreased upstream of this junction and end of coho use was likely due to decreased flow, coarsening of
substrate.

Photo 2996: SH1 (Garmin 165). Culvert near
mouth is failing and is a low-flow barrier.

Photo 3001: Pool 4 (Garmin 168). Typical
conditions. This pool was 80 by 24 feet and 1.5foot deep and held 20 coho.

Observations and opportunities for restoration:
The Big Tom Folley system appears to be functioning well as shown by the good numbers of coho. The
counts were relatively high in most pools and the distribution throughout the watershed was good.
There were also good counts of cutthroat and good distribution. A few steelhead were also noted but
did not appear to be using this system. Wood counts are good and the riparian is intact with no road
constraints. There are abundant mobile, sorted gravel deposits. Stream temperatures are not very
high. It would be good to highlight this well-functioning and valuable coho producing system as one to
preserve and to study for its ability to provide good habitat for coho in a more southerly and inland
location for coho salmon.
There are alternating reaches of good gravel deposits with scoured bedrock. The system is generally
low-gradient, sandstone type geology. The flows appear to be good as the streams were connected
throughout. The channel of the main stem Big Tom Folley appears to be slightly incised as there were
3-4 foot high banks on either side for most of the surveyed reaches. The floodprone widths appear to
be wide and probably are active during high flow events. Though there are lots of reaches that are
scoured down to bedrock and that suggests that flows are not being absorbed by the floodplain.
Stream temperatures appear good, but can border on the high side. The maximum water temperature
was 71 F, but on most days maximum temperatures were not more than 68 F. The temperatures cooled
overnight as morning temperatures were often below 60 F. So temperatures may be considered to be
slightly on the high side, but not too extreme. We observed hyporheic cooling of water that infiltrated a
gravel deposit and appeared to cool by nearly 2 F as it exited the gravel. That, combined with the
observation that lots of gravel is being mobilized, transported, and deposited during high flows suggests
that one restoration opportunity is to create spots to trap this gravel to help keep the stream
temperatures cool.
Logjams appear to be well suited to trapping mobile gravels. It appeared logjams that were full channel
spanning and that were tightly bound to the bottom of the channel were the most effect. These
appeared to force the high flows pass over the top of the logjam and back up the flow and slow the
velocity so as to drop gravels upstream. These gravel deposits were observed to extend several hundred
feet upstream.
The boulder clusters and loosely assembled logjams did not appear to be very effective in trapping
gravels. These less effective structures were observed more in the lower portions of Big Tom Folley. In
the upstream reaches, it appeared the logjams were more channel spanning and tighter. Some were
initiated by boulder clusters. This may be due to the narrowing of the Bankfull widths.
Abundant wood inputs from storm damage was observed in various reaches. It appeared that inputs
occurred in sporadic patches where hundreds of trees fell together. Many of these trees are suspended
above the bankfull zone and are not engaging the streamflow. Most of the tree inputs are alder and
maple. There is more hardwood in the riparian than conifer, especially in the lower reaches of Big Tom
Folley.

Beaver occur in the system, but only sporadically and do not appear to be a large component of the
stream structure or habitat.
There are barriers to upstream migration by juveniles and adults. There was only one culvert that
appeared to be a low-flow barrier (Unnamed Tributary 3) and coho juveniles were upstream of it. The
long bedrock reaches pose as low-flow upstream migration barriers. During low flow the depths are too
shallow for fish passage, especially where it steepens slightly. These are bedrock “slides” and appeared
to be abundant in the bedrock reaches. These will prevent juveniles from migrating upstream if they
were to seek cooler temperatures. However, the tributaries were generally 2 F cooler and if accessible,
do offer cooler habitat.
Specific ideas for restoration:
1. Culvert near mouth of Unnamed Tributary 3 is failing and is a low-flow barrier.
2. Mimic the tight logjams to trap mobile gravels. Take a look at the project jams to see if smaller
debris could be used to plug the existing holes and make them tighter.
3. Use the existing boulder clusters as foundation for logjams. Perhaps rearrange them as more
tightly arranged groups to trap wood. They appear to be too loosely placed, especially
downstream in Big Tom Folley.
4. Focus efforts to trap gravel on the bedrock sections to both aggrade the channel and reduce low
flow upstream migration barriers.
5. Cut some of the suspended down trees over the channel so they engage bankfull flows and can
be trapped into natural logjams.

